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New Year Message - 2019
Swamini Brahmaprakasananda Saraswati ji

Time is not divisible. Yet for transactions it seems to be divisible.

The truth of Time is satyam and j.ānam. This is because, the truth of Time is
the present moment, not the past... not the future... They exist only with reference to
the present moment. The previous moment was past. The next moment is future.

At the present moment, all that is here is 'I', aham... śuddha-caitanyam...
brahma...

We start measuring the Time when the Space manifested as the first element.
That is why, even modern science will say, that the Time and the Space are
together... the Time-Space Continuum... And, both of them have existence only for
an observer.

You are an observer. You can observe the Space and everything in it... and
the Time... and everything... every object in it... Everything is conditioned by this
Time and Space (place).

So the truth of Time is the present moment and, in the present moment only
you - the observer - is present. The truth of the observer is existence, consciousness
which is not limited, satyam, j.ānam, anantam brahma.

But, for our transactions we have day and night... together make one day, a
week, a fortnight (pakṣa), a month (māsa), a year (saṁvatsara), a yuga, a
caturyuga... Then so on up to the entire kalpa. Yet the truth of the Time is the
present moment. And in that moment only I am present  ̶as pure existence consciousness.

That is why Kṛṣṇa says in the Eleventh Chapter of the Bhagavadgītā,
"kālo’smi bharatarṣabha"  ̶"I am the Time" that which brings every change in
everybody.

Time and Space are from māyā. Māyā is from brahman. Like everything is
brahman, the Time-Space is also brahman... Then it is Myself.

But, since we live in a world of transactions, arbitrarily we will say, “Today is a
New Year”. The Time is measured for transaction. It does not matter. Every day is
the beginning of that year. Starting from that day you can count a new year,
everyday.
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But since this is the New Year accepted by the whole world, today we will
make a prayer to Īśvara for the whole World.

So today we will pray for the entire world, starting with oneself. We pray to
Īśvara first for oneself. Always the world starts with oneself as the center, then in
concentric circles people and things stand related to us.

There can be only one prayer for the seeker of ātmā-j.ānam, so we pray
asking for dṛḍa-j.āna-vairāgya-siddhyartham. Then we pray for everything that is
necessary for that, which we should gain by His grace.

The body has to be healthy. The mind has to be sharp and ready all the time.
The buddhi has to be sharp to grasp everything and retain everything. All my
transactions all through the day should be conducive for this purpose  ̶for this
puruṣārtha . And my prayer is, I should neither rub against anybody, nor should I get
rubbed by anybody.

All this is the prayer for myself.

Then we extend our prayer for health, happiness and success in whatever
anybody wants to do, for each and everyone related to us in the first concentric circle
- the family, then to the extended family, then to the community in which we live, to
the country, to the whole World, to the whole Universe.

Then the final prayer can only be as follows. Let me and everybody else have
the courage and strength to change what can be changed; to accept with grace what
cannot be changed and, to know the wisdom to differentiate between the two and
remain happy, peaceful and contented... and gain that final purpose of life, mokṣa.
And in this pursuit let me never transgress dharma in anything that I do. And let me
appreciate Īśvara all the time in and through everything.

Oh Lord! This is my prayer for today. I surrender unto you.

Om īśāya namaḥ. Om īśāya namaḥ. Om īśāya namaḥ
Namaḥ. Namaḥ.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"Tamil retreat" by Swamini Brahmaleenananda. Dates 6th April night 
to 13th April Noon, 2019, at Arsha Vidya Gurukulam, Anaikatti. 
Topic “Introduction to Vedanta based on the Text Sadhana Bodhini 
(of Swami Sadatmananda)”
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SRI	SARADA	BRAHMA	VIDYA	KENDRA

Spring	field	P.O,	Bandishola,	Coonoor	-643104,	Nilgiris,	Tamil	Nadu,	India.

We		are		happy		to		announce		the		Vedanta		Retreat		(Residen?al)	at		Sri		Sarada		Brahma		Vidya		Kendra,	
Coonoor,from					20th	May			to	24th	May		2019

The		Retreat		will		be		conducted		by	

	SWAMINI		JEEVANMUKTANADA		SARASWATI		-		A	STUDENT	DISCIPLE	OF	SWAMI	DAYANANDA			SARASWATI

BRAHMACHARI			NARAYAN																																			-			A	STUDENT	DISCIPLE	OF	SWAMI	DAYANANDA			SARASWATI

The		Retreat		will		include																						-	Introduc?on		to		Vedanta	,	Basics		of		Sanskrit

																																																																																			-	Sahasranama	Parayanam,		Walks		in		and		around		Tea		Estates	

	For		registra?on			to			the		retreat		please		call													094866	39156			/						089039	91086						OR

																E-mail																															jeevanmuktananda@gmail.com			/		narayansub@yahoo.com
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